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The New British Politics (4th ed. 2007) 712pp; Butler, David. British General Elections Since 1945 (1995) 195pp; excerpt and text search; Cannon, John, ed. The Oxford Companion to British History (2003), historical encyclopedia, 4000 entries in 1046pp excerpt and text search; Childs, David. Britain since 1945: A Political History (2012) excerpt and text search; Cook, Chris and John Stevenson 05.01.2008 · The 50 greatest British writers since 1945 What better way to start the year than with an argument? The Times has decided to present you with a ranking of whom they consider the best postwar By 1945, in the wake of a Politics of the independence movements. Although political organisations had existed in the British colony, The British trusteeship, the western portion of the former German colony, had been linked to the Gold Coast since 1919 and was represented in its parliament. A clear majority of British Togoland inhabitants voted in favour of union with their western Since the introduction of universal suffrage in Vienna in 1919, Margareten had, with the exception of the years 1934 to 1945, the only social-democratic district leader, the first Albert Hummel. The number of seats in the District changed regularly; since the 1987 elections, there are 40 district councils in Margareten. In 1967, the electoral mandates were distributed as follows: 22But it was the founding of the Labour Representation Committee (LRC) on 27 February 1900 that signalled a quiet, yet highly significant sea-change in British politics. This coalition of socialist British Guiana was a British colony, part of the mainland British West Indies, which resides on the northern coast of South America.Since 1966 it has been known as the independent nation of Guyana.. The first European to encounter Guiana was Sir Walter Raleigh, an English explorer. The Dutch were the first Europeans to settle there, starting in the early 17th century, when they founded the 03.03.2011 · Britain and the British have changed profoundly since 1945. A principal driver of change has been a major growth in population, matched by rapidly rising expectations about lifestyle. Since the end of the war it had been administered from Damascus by a joint Arab-British military administration headed by Abdullah's younger brother Faisal, and then became a no man's land after the French defeated Faisal's army in July 1920 and the British initially chose to avoid a definite connection with Palestine. The addition of Transjordan was given legal form on 21 March 1921, when the British Honduras was a British Crown colony on the east coast of Central America, south of Mexico, from 1783 to 1964, then a self-governing colony, renamed Belize in June 1973, until September 1981, when it gained full independence as Belize.British Honduras was the last continental possession of the United Kingdom in the Americas.. The colony grew out of the Treaty of Versailles (1783 United Kingdom - United Kingdom - Britain since 1945: Labour rejoiced at its political triumph, the first independent parliamentary majority in the party's history, but it faced grave problems. The war had stripped Britain of virtually all its foreign financial resources, and the country had built up sterling credits/debts owed to other countries that would have to be paid in foreign 17.02.2011 · Politics in peacetime. Between 1940 and 1945 Winston Churchill was probably the most popular British prime minister of all time. In May 1945 his |The 1945 United Kingdom general election was a particularly those who feared a return to the levels of unemployment in the 1930s and sought a strong figurehead in British politics to lead the postwar rebuilding of the country. Opinion polls when the election was called showed strong approval ratings for Churchill, but Labour had gradually gained support for months prior to the war's Copyright code: 426327a65b376b34cea19ee8f26c2b5d
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